This paper discusses Bayesian methods for multiple shrinkage estimation in wavelets. Wavelets are used in applications for data denoising, via shrinkage of the coe cients towards zero, and for data compression, by shrinkage and setting small coe cients to zero. We approach wavelet shrinkage by using Bayesian hierarchical models, assigning a positive prior probability to the wavelet coe cients being zero.
Introduction
Wavelets are families of basis or basis-like functions that can be used to approximate other functions. They combine powerful properties such as orthonormality, compact support, varying degrees of smoothness, localization in time and scale (frequency), and fast implementation. Daubechies and Mallat sparked interest in wavelets in the statistics community when they connected wavelets with discrete data processing (Daubechies, 1988; Mallat, 1989) . Donoho & Johnstone showed that wavelet shrinkage had desirable statistical optimality properties in problems concerning elimination of noise (Donoho & Johnstone 1994 , 1995 . where f = W , is the discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) of f, and W 0 is the N N orthogonal matrix corresponding to the discrete wavelet transformation (Daubechies, 1992) . The least squares estimator of is^ = W 0 Y and, in fact, is the DWT of Y . In practice, there is no need to compute W, as there are fast algorithms to compute the empirical wavelet coe cients,^ , directly in only O(N) operations.
Shrinkage of empirical wavelet coe cients is particularly e ective when many of the coe cients represent noise rather than signal. Wavelet shrinkage can be 1 described by a three step procedure: (i) Noisy observations Y are transformed by a DWT to obtain^ ; (ii) The coe cients^ are shrunk towards zero or possibly set to 0; (iii) The shrunk coe cients are returned to the Y domain by the inverse DWT.
The resulting vector is a wavelet shrinkage estimatorf of the unknown vector f:
In this paper, we present methods for multiple shrinkage of wavelet coe cients based on a Bayesian hierarchical model. Our main focus is on incorporating model uncertainty about which of the coe cients are zero. The resulting posterior mean of the coe cients combines linear shrinkage to the prior mean (zero), with additional nonlinear shrinkage to zero resulting from averaging over models where the coe cient is zero.
As the posterior probability that a coe cient is zero is typically not available in closed form, unless the error variance is known, Bayesian model averaging for constructing multiple shrinkage estimators is more computationally intensive compared to many of the alternative approaches. We present two analytic approximations that can be calculated in closed form, and compare these with Monte Carlo methods for obtaining posterior means and variances.
In x2, we discuss the Bayesian hierarchical regression model. In x3 we introduce the multiple shrinkage estimators and analytic approximations for calculating approximate posterior means and variances. These approximations are used to implement importance sampling and Gibbs sampling algorithms. These lead to more accurate estimates of posterior means and variances, but at an additional compu-2 tational cost. In x4, we compare our multiple shrinkage estimators to conventional alternatives, using simulation with standard test functions. We consider both normal and Student{t errors. In x5, we present an application illustrating the importance of prior information in signal denoising.
Bayesian Hierarchical Model
The statistical model is described by the following distributional assumptions. This assumption is standard in many wavelet applications . In x4, we explore the robustness of our estimators to that assumption. We introduce the N dimensional vector , which is a sequence of binary random variables, to represent which elements of are zero. We will identify individual elements of vectors such as ,^ and , by the indices j and k in subscripts jk, corresponding to basis elements jk . The jk are dilations at level or scale j and location translations by k2 j of the mother wavelet function . In the prior distribution, the jk Akaike, 1978) , and F(c; ) = 2 log N corresponds to the RIC (Risk In ation Criterion, Foster & George (1994) and Donoho & Johnstone (1994) As an alternative to selecting a corresponding to the \best" model, we can make inferences by averaging over all possible 's. The posterior mean of jk is E( jk jY ) = X ( jY )E( jk jY; ) = E( jk jY )^ jk =(1 + c ?1 jk ):
This is a multiple shrinkage estimator, in which regression coe cients are shrunk linearly towards their respective prior mean (zero in this case), and are further nonlinearly shrunk towards zero as a result of uncertainty about whether the jk is zero. The use of Bayesian model averaging in other contexts has resulted in improved predictive performance (Draper, 1995; Raftery, Madigan & Volinski, 1996) .
George (1986) discusses desirable Bayes and minimax properties of multiple shrinkage estimators in a general context. The appeal of this shrinkage approach is its exibility and adaptation to the observed data. The di culty in implementing this in real-time is that the expectations, E( jk jY ), cannot be calculated analytically.
We present four approaches for approximating the posterior means and variances. 
6 which can be computed in real time. As is typically unknown, we can use an estimate, such as^ = median(j^ 1k j)= 0 6745, proposed by . 
and can be used to obtain an approximation of the posterior variance by evaluating The approximation is based on a Taylor's series expansion the logarithm of the posterior model probabilities (Clyde, DeSimone & Parmigiani, 1996) . The p jk 's can be used to obtain a direct approximation to the multiple shrinkage estimator:
E( jk jY ) p jk^ jk =(1 + c ?1 jk );
which takes into account uncertainty . 
where w( ) is the importance sampling weight, w( ) = n( )q( )=~ ( ) P 0 n( 0 )q( 0 )=~ ( 0 ) and n( ) is the number of times model is sampled. All sums are over the set of sampled models. Alternatively, one can use weights^ based on renormalizing the q( )'s obtained from the sampled models (Clyde, DeSimone & Parmigiani, 1996) ,
This is preferable if the variance of the importance sampling weights is large. 
and can be evaluated based on expressions (4), (5), and (11). This is used to compute the posterior variance of f, as discussed earlier.
Performance with Standard Functions
In this section we compare multiple shrinkage rules to existing shrinkage strategies. We use the four test functions \blocks", \bumps", \doppler", \heavisine", proposed by Donoho & Johnstone, and now commonly used in this type of assessment. Each experiment consisted of 100 replicates of N = 1024 observation from the test functions plus independent normal errors with = 1. The signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 7 and the wavelet bases were chosen to match .
We compared our four implementations of the multiple shrinkage Bayes estimate: S,A,G, and I from x3, to three commonly used shrinkage strategies: HARD, hard thresholding with the universal rule (Donoho & Johnstone, 1994) , SOFT, soft thresholding with the universal rule (Donoho & Johnstone, 1994) , and SURE, SureShrink adaptive shrinkage rule as implemented in S+Wavelets (Bruce & Gao, 1994) . Rules S, HARD, SOFT and SURE all use^ = median(j^ 1k j)= 0 6745, wherê 1k are the empirical wavelet coe cients at the nest level of detail. To assess performance, we calculated the average mean squared error (MSE) from the 100 simulations:
where f i is the true signal andf l i is the estimate of the function from simulation l. We used seven di erent priors summarized in Table 1 . In each case, and , the hyperparameters of the distribution of , were set to zero (a noninformative distribution). The parameters j , representing the probability of inclusion of a level j coe cient, vary across priors. Priors (a), (b), and (g) have a constant probability of inclusion. Priors (d) and (e) Posterior probabilities may be estimated as zero, resulting in hard thresholding.
In addition we generated data from the same functions using a SNR=3 and Student-t errors with 5 degrees of freedom to generate data with outliers. For brevity, only results for prior (c) will be discussed. All methods show a higher MSE compared to normal errors with the same SNR, but their relative standings remain roughly unchanged, with the multiple shrinkage estimators doing better overall than the standard approaches. For both \heavisine" and \doppler" the Gibbs estimator G had the overall best MSE, 0 125 and 0 234, respectively compared to SOFT, which had the best MSE of the standard methods with 0 131 and 0 364, respectively. In \blocks", G still did better than the best standard method, (0 312 for G versus 0 446 for SURE), but both S and I had better MSE's than G. For \bumps" the analytic approximation was the only method that did better than SURE (0 551 compared to 0 568), however, S, G, and I, all did better than HARD or SOFT.
Glint Data Example
To further illustrate features of the multiple shrinkage approach proposed here we used the glint data presented by Bruce & Gao (1994) . The data series includes 512 equally spaced observations. The true signal is a low frequency oscillation about zero, resulting from rotating an airplane model. As the model rotates, the center of mass will shift slightly. The measurements, given in angles, are subject to large errors, and can be o the truth by as much as 100 degrees.
Throughout, we used the least asymmetric Daubechies 8-tap mother wavelet \s8", which is the default in S+WAVELETS. This basis provides a sensible balance between the compactness of support and smoothness of the wavelet. In Figure 2 we illustrate the t resulting from universal thresholding. The result may not be satisfactory if it is believed that the true signal should be smoother, and that many of the large spikes represent noise. In order to get more realistic estimates, Bruce & Gao (1994) use simple smoothing techniques before applying wavelet shrinkage.
In our multiple shrinkage estimator, we can incorporate the prior information about the noise. For the multiple shrinkage estimator, the prior hyperparameters for are given by = 1000 and = 22, re ecting the belief that errors can be as large as 100. The choice of c is based on the George & Foster RIC rule discussed in x2, leading to c = 262130 5. The prior distribution for was based on j = 2 j?8 for j = 1; : : : ; 6 and 7 =0 9999, so that coe cients from the smooth space are included with a probability near one. This prior distribution penalizes inclusion of coe cients at the nest level of detail, j = 1. in less shrinkage than the other two. The analytic approximation S gives a t that 13 includes many more coe cients than that of the other three methods, primarily, because it does not incorporate any of the prior information or uncertainty about , resulting in a t more similar to hard thresholding. The other methods all take into account that is unknown. Ignoring uncertainty about also leads to much narrower prediction intervals for S compared to G (Figures 4 and 5) .
Finally, Figure 6 considers the shrinkage curves resulting from two prior speci cations; prior 1 being the one previously considered. The second prior is based on selecting c based on the BIC criterion with a uniform prior distribution for , jk = 1=2. This leads to c = 3 92. The prior distribution for is the same as in the rst prior. The shrinkage curves displays nonlinearities from multiple shrinkage.
The nonmonotonicities in the overall shrinkage curve for the rst prior arise from the level dependent prior distribution on , which allows a stronger shrinkage at higher level of detail. Within a speci c level, however, shrinkage is monotonic.
Discussion
We conclude by discussing some potential developments of our approach. The 
